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Abstract

The impact of human activity on the biophysical world raises myriad challenges for sus-
taining earth system processes, ecosystem services, and human societies. To engage
in meaningful problem-solving in the hydrosphere, this necessitates an approach that
recognizes the coupled nature of human and biophysical systems. We argue that in5

order to produce the next generation of problem-solvers, hydrology education should
ensure that students develop an appreciation and working familiarity in the context of
coupled human-environmental systems. We illustrate how undergraduate-level hydrol-
ogy assignments can extend beyond rote computations or basic throughput scenarios
to include consideration of the dynamic interactions with social and other biophysical di-10

mensions of complex adaptive systems. Such an educational approach not only builds
appropriate breadth of dynamic understanding, but can also empower students toward
assuming influential and effective roles in solving sustainability challenges.

1 Hydrology in the anthropocene

Today’s world exhibits unprecedented impacts of humans on the planet’s hydrological,15

geochemical, and biological dynamics. The term “Anthropocene” is increasingly used
to describe our present geological epoch, drawing clear attention to the ubiquity of
human influences on all parts of the earth system, including physical and biological
processes. Human activities are now recognized as a fundamental factor in pedoge-
nesis. The changes in our atmospheric composition since the Industrial Revolution20

are unique in the history of our planet. Today, human appropriation of water causes
one fourth of river basins to run dry before reaching the ocean (Molden et al., 2007).
Seventy percent of terrestrial ecosystems have been transformed by humans (Ellis et
al., 2011), and half of the world’s wetland ecosystems have been destroyed (Zedler
and Kercher, 2005). There is no ecosystem on earth that is not impacted by human25
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activity. The hydrosphere – like the atmosphere, lithosphere, or biosphere – does not
exist independently of the permeating and often dominating effects of humans.

Looking toward the future, the relationship between humans and the hydrosphere
raises troubling concerns. At least 2.4 billion people live in areas considered highly
water stressed due to the variability of water abundance in space and time (Oki5

and Kanae, 2006). Water scarcity threatens not just health and food security, but
political stability in arid regions where water resources cross international borders
(Amery, 2003). Hydrology is an essential discipline for understanding and managing
environmental resources and solving environmental problems. The sustainability of hy-
drological systems – from a backyard garden, to a municipal water supply or montane10

watershed, to global climate cycles – cannot be assessed without understanding its
dynamic coupling with the human domain. The importance of hydrology in the science
of sustainability will continue to grow in the future, as population growth increases de-
mand while climate change is expected to decrease supply (Vörösmarty et al., 2000).

This means that today’s hydrology students will be called upon to solve complex15

problems in the context of linked human-environmental systems. How will hydrological
education prepare students to tackle this profound mandate? Mastering the fundamen-
tals of hydrology is of course essential. But solving a hydrological problem in isolation
is only one component of identifying and evaluating sustainable solutions. Drawing on
the most promising current trends in the study of human-environmental systems, we20

offer ideas, recommendations, and examples of strategies to better prepare hydrology
students to understand and solve broader human-environment problems. In Sects. 2
and 3, we discuss the value of frameworks that more broadly contextualize hydrological
problems and show their relevance to questions of sustainability. Then in Sects. 4, 5,
and 6, we consider specific curricular ideas and activities that promote broader thinking25

and reasoning in hydrology courses. The first example uses familiar and local prob-
lems to demonstrate and reinforce the connections between hydrology and human-
environment systems. The second example is from a field course abroad, which was
designed to teach basic hydrology principles while also to deepening students’ appre-
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ciation of water-related challenges beyond our borders and illustrating how the study
of hydrology can be central to solving urgent environmental, sustainability, and devel-
opment issues. In Sect. 7, we close with a brief discussion of the role of education in
empowering future hydrologists to assume transformative roles in building sustainable
futures.5

2 Hydrology, human-environmental systems, and sustainability science

The United States National Academy of Sciences has acknowledged sustainability
science as an important emerging multidisciplinary field, which is directed toward
understanding the dynamics and behaviors of complex human-environment systems
(Clark, 2007). In pursuit of this aim, a number of related, mutually compatible frame-10

works have emerged to integrate disciplines that are typically decoupled, including
physical sciences, biological sciences, economics, social sciences, and policy. These
frameworks identify key social, biological, and physical variables and the interactions
and feedbacks among them, as generally represented in Fig. 1a. Within this general
class, individual frameworks vary in which linkages between human and environmen-15

tal dynamics are of focal importance. For instance the Ecosystem Services framework
adopted for the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment focused on human benefits derived
from ecological processes (Fig. 1b; Carpenter et al., 2009), while the Social-Ecological
Systems (SES) Analysis framework focuses on the social interactions and policies that
humans employ to manage a particular natural resource (Fig. 1c; Ostrom, 2009).20

The commonality and compatibility among such frameworks stem from a few key
unifying insights: (a) the dynamics of human systems and biophysical systems are in-
extricably linked and feed back on one another; (b) these coupled human-environment
systems are complex adaptive systems; and (c) as complex adaptive systems, they can
be studied using natural or social science approaches to elucidate critical variables and25

components, the nature of interactions among components, and the system behaviors
that emerge as a result of the interactions and feedbacks. The tremendous value of
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these frameworks is that they allow us to understand the dynamics of whole systems
based on the interactions of their components. This gives us analytical access to such
systems’ complex and troublesome emergent behaviors like tipping points, thresholds,
whole system transformations, and collapses. Such frameworks are foundational for
evaluating sustainability because they afford this ability to evaluate system-wide con-5

sequences of biophysical processes and human actions.
Dynamics in the hydrosphere fit into these frameworks because they too are coupled

to other biophysical processes and to social dynamics. Pedagogically, connecting hy-
drology to the science of sustainability entails creating linkages between the dynamics
that characterize hydrological science and the broader dynamics that characterize cou-10

pled human-environment systems. Appreciating that the subject matter of hydrology is
embedded in a larger context of causes and effects, which includes human decision-
making and generates complex system behaviors, is a primary step in reframing hydrol-
ogy education to understand environmental problems. We suggest that promoting this
appreciation can be achieved by introducing a broader human-environment systems15

framework as an integral part of any hydrology curriculum, and recursively utilizing the
framework in teaching materials, problem sets, and student projects.

3 Frameworks as lenses

Mastery of fundamental concepts and techniques is the core purpose of most under-
graduate hydrology courses. But covering only fundamentals bounds hydrological prob-20

lems in a narrow disciplinary context and teaches only one component of identifying
and evaluating sustainable solutions. Students need to learn to appreciate and evaluate
how resource use and governance impact hydrological systems, and to evaluate how
hydrological systems are utilized and valued by humans. This constitutes a wider view,
which incorporates inputs and outputs that are not strictly hydrological variables. Even25

this scope is still limited, however, because the system, albeit more broadly defined,
is characterized as a simple throughput, where certain initial conditions generate cer-
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tain outputs. In reality, human-environment systems rarely behave so deterministically.
Instead, links between the hydrosphere and the human sphere generate feedbacks
from hydrological outputs to the management inputs. Another degree of breadth and
complexity is needed to understand the actual functioning and thus sustainability of
a hydrological system. The connections between management, hydrological systems,5

and derived services need to be approached dynamically. We refer to these increas-
ingly broad lenses for understanding hydrological problems as narrow, wide, and wide
dynamic (Fig. 2).

The many frameworks used in hydrological research variously employ narrow, wide,
and wide dynamic lenses. In narrow lens frameworks, the governing equations learned10

in hydrology curricula utilize hydrological or biophysical variables as input, and calcu-
late hydrological outputs. Hydrological Simulation Program – FORTRAN (Barnwell and
Johanson, 1981), for example, is one of the most common basin hydrology simula-
tion models used in the US The model inputs and outputs are limited to hydrological
and geophysical variables. The Water Situation Assessment Model used by the South15

Africa Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (Dempster et al., 2002) is an example
of a wide lens framework, in which the hydrological module is embedded within a larger
throughput framework. Human and other ecological dimensions are included as inputs,
and the outputs are evaluated to optimize impacts on people and biota. UNESCO’s In-
ternational Hydrological Programme, for example, utilizes a wide-dynamic framework,20

where the hydrological results of river basin management are translated into environ-
mental, social, and economic impacts, which feed back on subsequent water resource
regulation via assessment and decision-making (Zalewski, 2002). This approach can
facilitate the interface of scientific information and key policy instruments like the Euro-
pean Union Water Framework Directive (Quevauviller et al., 2005). Frameworks such25

as this embed a module of hydrological processes in the complex adaptive nature of
human-environment systems through ecological and decision-making feedbacks. The
explicit attention to the role of human activities and decisions embodied in most mod-
ern integrative resource management frameworks can clearly demonstrate to students
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that hydrological processes are a key component, but not the whole story, of water
resource management.

To complement the hydrology topics presented in courses, we recommend present-
ing a wide-dynamic human-environment framework that is germane to the course sub-
ject matter and explicitly reflects the feedbacks between hydrological processes and5

human dimensions, allowing students to recognize and utilize all three lenses. In other
words, hydrology education must teach students to see beyond hydrological systems
in isolation, seeing other human and environmental inputs and outputs of the hydrolog-
ical system, and ultimately recognizing that the system is full of feedbacks that create
complex dynamic behaviors. This lattermost point is particularly critical for evaluating10

sustainability because it allows us to understand trajectories of dynamic change in the
system. After all, sustainability is not about how a system functions today, but how
today’s dynamics and human agency will shape the system through time. We argue
that much canonical hydrological training does little to foster this kind of wide dynamic
understanding, which future hydrologists will need in order to assume a prominent,15

effective role in evaluating and promoting sustainability.

4 Canonical hydrology teaching practices

Traditionally, undergraduate hydrology courses consist of lectures that start with a mass
or energy balance and derive an equation used to approximate the mass balance in a
practical setting. Each lecture is accompanied by an assignment where the students20

are asked to apply the equation under a set of given conditions. For example, a lecture
might present the theoretical basis and derivation of the Penman combination equa-
tion for calculating free-water evaporation from meteorological data. An accompanying
assignment may then ask the following: given the following meteorological conditions
(average or total daily values for 10 September 1950 at Lake Hefner, OK) compare25

the open-water evaporation rates given by (a) the mass-transfer, (b) energy-balance,
and (c) combination approaches: air temperature 22 ◦C, relative humidity 68 %, wind
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speed 2.16 m/s, surface temperature 23.7 ◦C, atmospheric pressure 97.3 kPa, incom-
ing shortwave radiation 16.2 MJ m2 d, albedo 0.057 m, incoming longwave radiation
30.6 MJ m2 d (Dingman, 2002).

The question is intended to reinforce the theoretical lessons from lecture by having
the students work through the mass-transfer and energy-balance equations in parts (a)5

and (b), then see how they are combined in the Penman equation in part (c). Each of
the equations is given in the textbook, making this a simple “plug-and-chug” exercise.
Problems like this are intended to encourage students to think about the link between
the three equations, which they may or may not do, as they go through the motions of
plugging in values and calculating. The focus on theory and isolated calculations in the10

assignment represent teaching goals based on a narrow disciplinary view of the con-
cept, neglecting the role of the computational method in evaluating real-world problems.
It can be argued that for those students heading toward a career in water resources
engineering and management, knowing when and how to apply the Penman equation
to answer questions about human-environment systems would add more pragmatically15

valuable knowledge.

5 Wide dynamic hydrology in your backyard: interstate river compacts

We discuss and illustrate how to extend canonical quantitative exercises to also include
the analysis of water resources as a dynamic human-environmental system. To make
this extension tractable, accessible, and engaging to students, one tactic is to use a20

relevant, familiar, or current case study – something they can relate to as “in their back-
yard”. That context can then be approached using an appropriate human-environment
framework, which will highlight and clarify the ways that human and environmental dy-
namics interact.

The issues surrounding river water resources and rights in the US are highly rele-25

vant to most hydrology students at American universities. The SES Framework (Fig. 1c)
has been used to analyze the sustainability of the interstate river compacts that gov-
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ern the allocation and management of rivers flowing between states (Schlager and
Heikkila, 2009; Heikkila et al., 2011), with river water modeled as a common pool re-
source. In this framework, rules and actions for governance, management, and en-
forcement create the feedbacks that link hydrological impacts to subsequent water al-
location decisions (Fig. 3a). In addition to being a focus of environmental policy, many5

western rivers are characterized by extensive engineering, including dams, reservoirs,
and irrigation infrastructure. River compacts provide an excellent context for students to
see how decision-makers take (or fail to take) engineering decisions and hydrological
processes into account as they strive to balance competing interstate water demands,
economic pressures, and the compacts’ prescribed standards of equity. Analyzing how10

the coupled dynamics of water resources and river compacts unfold to affect the sus-
tainability of the human-environmental system is a real-world theme that can serve as
a touchstone context for a hydrology course without a field component.

Most standard hydrology topics are involved in managed river systems, including
basin geomorphology, precipitation, evapotranspiration, infiltration, stream gaging, and15

open channel flow. Other topics, such as snow and groundwater hydrology, can be
addressed by considering externalities to the system, such as how reduced renewable
water availability will affect groundwater withdrawals. Individually or in groups, students
can choose a river compact that will be the focus of their assignments throughout
the course. Devoting time in class or in sections to discussing conclusions reached20

in the assignments can illustrate how natural features and human activity interact to
produce different outcomes in different systems. The analysis of river compacts using
a wide dynamic framework provides context for the calculations students perform in
class assignments, both in illustrating the types of issues they are being prepared to
address and as a tool for evaluating the consequences of engineering decisions which25

account for the dynamic nature of hydrologic social-ecological systems.
Continuing with the earlier example of free-water evaporation, the exercise below

pursues three learning goals in addition to the traditional aim of teaching students to
calculate evaporation rates:
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1. Learning to use a “narrow lens” to recognize what kinds of questions are ad-
dressed with the computational method, and what kinds of input data are com-
monly available.

2. Learning to use a “wide lens” to recognize what kinds of decisions are influenced
by the results of the computations.5

3. Learning to use “wide dynamic” lens to understand dynamism in the system and
see feedbacks among the variables on either side of the core hydrology problem.

As an example of how a quantitative assignment could incorporate these three goals,
the assignment consisting of calculations of free-water evaporation, discussed in the
previous section, could be replaced by the following assignment: an environmental10

group is concerned that low streamflow due to water withdrawals for agriculture is
degrading habitat for endangered fish downstream of your water compact region. To
increase downstream outflow, the group is lobbying for legislation in the most down-
stream state of your compact to create a subsidy for farmers to purchase shading cov-
ers for their irrigation water reservoirs. The covers save water by reducing evaporative15

losses.

a. Consider a single-farm irrigation reservoir in the downstream-most state in your
compact, with an evaporative area of 2500 m2. Estimate the annual volume of
water saved by installing a shading cover that reduces evaporation by 80 %. Se-
lect a method for estimating evaporation based on the input data you are able to20

find from the National Climactic Data Center (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/), and the
strengths and weaknesses of those data discussed in lecture. Justify your chosen
method and any decisions you make about how to average your input data. (Av-
erage values for reservoir size and shade cover efficiency from Mart́ınez Alvarez
et al., 2009).25

b. Assume that there is one irrigation reservoir of the size described in (a) for each
5 ha of farmland drawing irrigation water from your river, and that all of the farms
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in the downstream state in your compact use open reservoirs. Using the USGS
land cover dataset (http://http://landcover.usgs.gov/), determine the water saved
by covering all of the reservoirs, expressed as a percent of average streamflow
where the river exits the area governed by your compact.

c. Subsidized shading, if erected by all farmers, can therefore increase river outflow5

by the percentage calculated in part (b). Ecologists have calculated that an outflow
increase of 20 % is necessary to maintain fish habitat. What subsidy or regulatory
policies – in the downstream state and in the water compact – would you therefore
recommend to ensure adequate outflow for fish conservation? Take into account
the current system of irrigation costs and payments in the state, and potentially in10

upstream states in your compact. Consider how farmers are likely to respond to
the recommended policies, and refine your recommendation further.

The first part of the question utilizes the narrow lens, performing a quantitative calcu-
lation analogous to the canonical example. However, it brings in a real-world, method-
ological angle. Since students are working on specific water compacts, they will be15

interacting with real datasets and making their own decisions about how to determine
parameters. The exercise familiarizes students with how to acquire the data necessary
to make the calculation and how to interpret and draw conclusions from the result. The
extensive online data resources from the National Weather Service and US Geolog-
ical Survey provide meteorological and hydrological data needed to address a range20

of hydrologic questions. Working with the online databases gives students first-hand
experience with the information used in practice to make management and policy de-
cisions, and familiarizes them with the spatial and temporal scale and resolution of
available data. Additionally, they will see which measurements are commonly made,
and gain experience in using empirical relationships to attain variables needed to per-25

form calculations. If the course goals include an understanding of field data collection,
the students could also be asked to describe how the data they used were collected,
as this information is almost always available with online datasets.
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Once the students have determined the reduction in evaporation, they use the wide
lens to understand how their calculations contribute to an ecological impact in the sec-
ond part of the assignment. The applicability of many hydrologic computations depends
on integrating the results with social, economic, or biological data, and a calculation that
demonstrates this may be more useful in reinforcing the concept than an additional5

isolated hydrologic calculation. Just as meteorological and hydrological data is widely
available online, there are also datasets that can help the students address these is-
sues, such as population data from the US Census and data on land cover change
from the US Geological Survey. Finally, the students must use the wide dynamic lens
to evaluate how the engineering and policy decision functions can alter the conditions10

under which it was designed, potentially changing their initial policy ideas. Using the
coupled human-environment and wide-dynamic approaches encourages them to think
about engineering solutions, like the one presented in the assignment, as part of a dy-
namic system including the natural system, government, and individual decision mak-
ers, which could be industries, farmers, or local residents and developers.15

Of course, there is not a single set of right answers to the last part of the assignment.
Feedback from the teaching staff and, if possible, class time devoted to discussing
the various proposed policy approaches is key to achieving the teaching goals of the
approach. The assignment also includes necessary simplifications, such as assuming
average climatic conditions and a single reservoir size, which should be discussed,20

perhaps in concert with journal articles on the topic. In this case, Mart́ınez Alvarez et
al. (2009) present a similar and more detailed analysis for Spain that could serve as an
example.

An important goal is to give students a grasp of how complex problems are solved
with hydrology, even (and particularly) in introductory courses. Not only can this prove25

motivational in their continuing studies, it ensures that this kind of thinking is “built in”
to their growth as future hydrologists. For many of today’s practicing hydrologists, the
context of human-environment systems was not included in their classic hydrology ed-
ucation, and may never become a wholly comfortable paradigm. Much like learning a
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new language later in life, fluency becomes harder to achieve. Yet increasingly today
and in the future, hydrologists are called on to communicate effectively and work syn-
ergistically to integrate hydrological expertise, management decisions, and evaluations
of resource sustainability.

6 Wide dynamic hydrology far from home: water and sustainable development5

Some of the most pressing issues in hydrology involve the dramatic challenges facing
developing nations in dryland regions, where the sustainable management of water
resources is integral to social and economic betterment. To address these issues, hy-
drologists must be prepared to design and implement new data collection campaigns.
Field-based hydrology can provide an ideal setting for this type of training, provided that10

student projects are framed such that the hydrologic variables are analyzed as part of a
dynamic human-environment system. To illustrate this approach, we describe a synthe-
sis project from a field ecohydrology course offered on site in the drylands of Laikipia
District, Kenya. The curriculum of the course focused on teaching the theory and appli-
cation of the most common field methodologies in dryland hydrology. The students then15

implemented the methods and performed basic analyses with the goal of using data to
answer a question, rather than taking the traditional approach to “hands-on” learning
of performing experiments or measurements to demonstrate a known phenomenon.
The students were assigned synthesis projects, in which they used data from multi-
ple field activities to analyze the hydrologic component of a human-ecological system,20

employing the narrow, wide, and wide dynamic lenses.
The following example of a synthesis assignment builds on data from two field exer-

cises that were completed during the semester. The first was a stream surveying and
flow measurement exercise. At two points on the Ewaso Nyiro River, the students sur-
veyed cross-sections to determine the average depth and slope of the stream. They25

also used a flowmeter to determine the stream flow. The second field exercise involved
installing sap flux probes to measure the transpiration rate of Acacia xanthophloea,
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the dominant tree species surrounding the Ewaso Nyiro, over several days. The syn-
thesis assignment, which follows, was intended to be written up as a report with an
introduction, results, supporting figures, conclusions and references.

Develop an assessment of the components of the water cycle that influence the
Ewaso Nyiro. Your analysis should address the following questions:5

1. Using our channel survey transects and channel profiles, calculate the Ewaso
Nyiro discharge at the bridge and at the stream crossing. Utilize Manning’s or
Chezy’s equation to estimate one-dimensional velocity. How do these results com-
pare with the measured discharge values? What are the dimensions of n- and C-
values in the two equations and how would these values change with flow depth?10

2. Provide an estimate of total transpiration in our river section by riparian vegeta-
tion. Follow the procedure in the sap flux primer and Green and Clothier (1998) to
estimate diurnal variation in transpiration rates for Acacia xanthophloea and dis-
cuss factors that may influence the cycle. Use estimates of tree density and river
length to scale these measurements to total transpiration along the segment.15

3. Using micro-meteorological data, estimate the total surface water evaporation oc-
curring between the two stream flow measurements. Select a method for estimat-
ing evaporation from the readings or lecture and justify your choice.

4. Provide an estimate of any other potential water losses occurring in the river seg-
ment, including human and animal consumption, and decide whether or not these20

terms are negligible in the water balance.

5. Combine the above estimates in a complete water budget for the segment of the
river. Does the equation balance, and if not, what do you believe are the largest
sources of error?

6. In a plan to intensify agricultural production in Laikipia, the local government wants25

to plant crops on the opposite side of the river from Mpala. The plan involves
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constructing a small dam from which irrigation canals will be dug. Assume the
transpiration rate of the crops is 10 times that of the native trees. Discuss the
possible ramifications of the plan for Laikipia and the Ewaso Nyiro.

Parts one through three of the assignment asked the students to use the narrow lens to
estimate hydrologic quantities and evaluate measurement techniques. In the fourth and5

fifth parts, students were expected to draw on their experiences studying and working
in the area to estimate the human elements of the water balance (river withdrawals for
domestic use, irrigation, and consumption by livestock), as well as the natural ecolog-
ical factors of consumption by the animals that populate the area. This represents a
wide lens approach to the issue.10

In the final part of the assignment, students were asked to consider a wide range of
effects of dam construction. Two common responses given as ramifications were shifts
from herding to agriculture as irrigation water becomes more abundant than watering
points for livestock, and changes in wildlife migration patterns when water sources run
dry. The students were asked to view the dam construction through a wide dynamic15

lens, but a complex adaptive framework was not included in the course curriculum.
Many of the issues they identified would have feedbacks, such as increased demand
for new irrigation sources or disruption of agricultural settlements by migrating wildlife,
which must be identified and described to truly understand the system. In retrospect,
we feel that priming their evaluation by explicitly presenting a wide dynamic framework20

would have promoted clearer reasoning and deeper understanding through this final
step.

7 Empowering students by reframing hydrology in a human-environment
context

Evaluating a hydrological issue as the basis for a synthesis report is not novel, of25

course. However, the above projects offer a notable departure from the more canoni-
cal exercise of writing a historical narrative about a hydrological issue, such as a dam
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construction or a dam failure. First, typical assignments tend to emphasize inputs and
outcomes – a non-dynamic approach. The social and dynamic aspects of the system
are often peripheral to the assignment’s thrust, which is not surprising if a broader
human-environment framework was not also part of the course material. Secondly, the
educational literature is rife with evidence that context matters to learning (Wurdinger5

and Carlson, 2010). Including local contexts that are personally familiar, exotic contexts
that stimulate curiosity, and broad dynamic contexts that motivate a student’s perceived
ability to effect change in the world, are three strategies that can be incorporated in hy-
drology curricula to increase learning effectiveness and student empowerment. Thirdly,
typical evaluations of historical cases usually end with a certain known overall outcome.10

Analyses of current resource management or international development issues, on the
other hand, serve to emphasize the unresolved, the open-ended possibilities, the un-
certainty – all dimensions of real issues that can make engineers, hydrologists, and
students uncomfortable, but are nevertheless accurate reflections of the world around
us. The truth of the matter is that we do not know how to resolve the greatest hydrologi-15

cal challenges in the world. We do not know how to simultaneously ensure hydrological,
economic, social and environmental sustainability. In many cases, we do not even know
how to assess them. Today’s hydrology students must be trained with the gravity of that
challenge clear in their mind, in order to focus their educational efforts to rise and meet
it.20
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams of coupled human-environment systems, illustrating feedback
among components in the biophysical and social domains. In each schematic, the left-to-
right placement of components reflects their representation of biophysical or social variables:
(a) system in its most abstracted form; (b) Millennium Ecosystem Assessment schematic of
human-environment system, modified from Carpenter et al. (2009), showing ecosystems ser-
vices as critical interface between domains and drivers impacting both domains. Role of man-
agement and engineering (dashed arrows) added by authors; (c) “social-ecological system”
(SES) schematic of human-environment system, used by Ostrom (2009) to characterize social
ecological dynamics revolving around a specific natural resource (redrawn by authors).
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Fig. 2. Diagram illustrating the three lenses through which a component of a human-
environment system can be viewed. The top panel shows a narrow disciplinary view of an
issue, from either a biophysical or social perspective. External variables and cause-and-effect
relationships are viewed through the wide lens, as shown in the middle panel. The bottom panel
shows a wide-dynamic view from the biophysical perspective, in which the hydrological compo-
nent is the focus of the analysis, but the whole system, including feedbacks, is considered.
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Figure 3  
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Fig. 3. SES schematic of human-environment system, illustrated with variables specific to the
water compact example (a), and the Kenyan river ecohydrology example (b) from the text dis-
cussions of potential hydrology assignements “in your backyard” and “far from home”, respec-
tively. Photo credits: (a) US Bureau of Reclamation, (b) E. G. King.
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